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Even with predictable (cache-less, time-deterministic) cores, this is a problem.

A predictable processor communicating over an unpredictable network is no longer a predictable processor!
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Figure: Clos / Beneš conceptual comparison
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Of particular interest to us:

- **Staticaly predictable** latencies and contention scenarios.
- Use this style of network to replace mesh, ring, or hierarchical structures.
- The nature of the network gives us **guarantees at a software level** that have the potential to simplify mixed-criticality system certification.
Fully routed example

Eight concurrent communications:

![Diagram of an eight-node network using two-port switching elements]

**Figure:** An eight-node network using two-port switching elements

Other topologies can be emulated with TDM, e.g. four stages for N, S, E, W of a 2D mesh.
The network can be partitioned into isolated subnetworks, which can only route within themselves.

**Figure:** 4-way sub-networks created from an 8-way system.
Partitioning example

The network can be partitioned into isolated subnetworks, which can only route within themselves.

Figure: 4-way sub-networks created from an 8-way system.

- Two sub-networks of nodes: \{1, 2, 4, 6\} and \{0, 3, 5, 7\}.
- Each sub-network depicted by line style.
- Connections within node groups determined by middle three stages.
- This has benefits for strictly isolated mixed-criticality scenarios.
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- Specification at three levels: switching element, network & system.
- Property definitions for each specification level.
- Beneš structure of switching elements, with configurable element size (2, 4, 8, ... ports).
- Formal verification and switch and network properties.
- Integration with processor: 32 RISC V cores on FPGA.

More details in MCSoC’16 paper [4].
- Claim, activity strobe and data signals: clm, act, dat.
- Flow control & error signals: cts, err.
- $N$ ports, equidistant.
- In-band route configuration. Upon claiming a port, first bits configure the switches.
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Switching element sizes can be changed, affecting latency, but not affecting header bits.

(h) Two-port switching elements.

(i) Four-port and two-port elements.

Figure: Example routes in two equivalent eight-node implementations.
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What elements of performance do we care about?

- We claim latency is fixed... is it really?
- How much throughput can be achieved?
- How does the system scale in terms of throughput and logic utilisation?
- What burdens are shifted into other layers of the system stack?
- How to compare to other devices?
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- SVA properties formalise the specification. This helps us to verify that the specification is **correct and unambiguous**.
- Assertions can be raised in simulation, or explored using a formal verification tool that demonstrates **no counter-example exists**.
- This also exposes bugs that are due to uncaught **specification deficiencies**.

This is not a silver bullet.

- Large properties that span many clock cycles can be very slow to prove due to huge state space.
Proof performance

- Eleven property definitions.
- Multiple instantiations of some properties.
- Increases with larger switches (32-port switch examines 1216 property assertions).

Figure: Proof time for a single switching element (core).
Proof performance

Figure: Proof time for networks of varying size & switching element size.
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Number of stages

For $N$ nodes, there will be $S$ stages.
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**Larger switch sizes**
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Latency scales logarithmically with number of nodes. Buffers at edge of network, software stack will add extra latency.
Practical performance

Synthesis

- Eight-node system with four-port switching elements synthesizes to a Kintex-7 at 364 MHz.
- Single RISC-V core “PicoRV32” achieves similar\(^a\).
- Multiple PicoRV32 cores further constrain clock.
- **Network is not the bottleneck.**

\(^a\)https://github.com/cliffordwolf/picorv32

Throughput

- Eight-node: 2.9 Gbit/s bisection bandwidth.
- 32-node: 11.6 Gbit/s bisection bandwidth.
- Per-node, per-bit-width, 32-node MCENoC achieves 725 Mbit/s vs. 64-node Epiphany 199 Mbit/s.
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![TDM phase, destination and payload length](image)

**Figure**: Examples of communication phases, revealing overheads and slack.
Permutation performance
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This can improve with wider data-path and larger switching elements.
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Software benchmarking

- Challenge: construct use case, or use existing benchmarks.
- Intent: Do both!

First...

- Benchmark MCENoC against standard benchmarks.
- Use Netrace approach to avoid implementing entire SW & peripheral stack [6].
Implementation in Python.

- Uses Parsec benchmark traces\(^a\) (Alpha simulation in \{Ge\}M5).
- 64-core, 2 GHz system, L1 cache, 64-banks L2 cache, 8 mem controllers.
- Mesh: 64 switches. MCs in diamond configuration.

\(^a\)http://www.cs.utexas.edu/~netrace/
Early results

Comparing a single-cycle uncontended network, mesh and MCENoC:

- Mesh network 0.73% slower than uncontended.
- MCENoC between 0.45% and 2.10% slower than uncontended, depending on TDM scheduling pessimism.
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Comparing a single-cycle uncontended network, mesh and MCENoC:

- Mesh network 0.73% slower than uncontended.
- MCENoC between 0.45% and 2.10% slower than uncontended, depending on TDM scheduling pessimism.

Considerations:

- MCE$^2$ system not likely to contain caches.
- Traffic trace is from a non-deterministic environment: dynamic, not static.
- Not embedded benchmarks.
- Netrace itself introduces error.
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Potential future work

- Combining static and dynamic communication scheduling [7].
- Formal verification of the software (kernel).
- Fault injection & handling.
Thank you
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